LS3042 MultiFlood

4 CH

TECHNICAL DATA
Panels/Output:
LEDs per panel:
Arrangement:
Optics:

3 panels, 360 lm each
42x10mm 1-chip 300mW
42 red 42 green 42 blue
Primary, 30 degrees

DIM Modulation: ABAM Bit-Angle Mod.
DMX Control:
4 Channels
IP Rating:

20 (indoor)

AC requirement: 90-250 V~ 50-60Hz
Max. Power:
42.8W
483.0 x 308.0 x 97.5mm
WxHxD (with bracket)
4.9kg net

Weight:

Connectors
Conveniently located
at the bottom side.

Intuitive User
Interface
A display, 3 buttons
and one rotary control
are located in the back
of the all-metal, roadproof enclosure.

Reflector
Concentrating the
light beam for better
effciency.

Tiltable Panels
Each color's panel can
be inidvidually adjusted
by +-10 degrees for
better area coverage.

Switch Mode
Power Supply
Delivers constant
brightness regardless
of AC quality.
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The MultiFlood © LS3042 is a medium-power LED light source which is specifically
designed as a successor to the traditional tripod+PAR bar setups, commonly used by
entertainers and mobile DJs. Such PAR bars, which generally consist of a number of PAR
Spotlights with a dedicated color filter each – mostly red/green/blue/yellow, can now be
replaced with the innovative MultiFlood © LS3042, which yields numerous advantages. The
smaller form factor makes transportation an ease, the lower power consumption allows to run
the entire lighting and audio system from just one supply circuit, and the low heat emission
makes artist and audience sweat less. The ultra-efficient 10mm 0.3W LEDs (42 per color) are
arranged in three panels of red, green and blue color respectively, and deliver a brightness
comparable to a PAR56/300W bulb for each color. Reducing the colors from 4 to 3, thus
avoiding the mostly as disturbingly bright perceived yellow, is another practical advantage of
this ingenious all-in-one unit.
Three LED panels with 42×300mW ultra-bright LEDs each for red, green and blue
30 degrees dispersion angle
Each panel can be tilted by 10 degrees for better area coverage
Polished reflectors for optimized light output
Optical-grade PC protection sheet for LEDs
3-Button + Rotary Control user interface with 3-Digit LED Display (lockable)
Potentiometer serves as dimmer in Fixed Color mode, and as speed control in AUTO mode
(with selectable sound-to-light function)
Wide-gain sound-to-light circuit with AGC
Fixed Color Scene Mode with 19 Color Presets
Automatic Mode with 17 programs (fade/switch/strobe)
Master/slave operation for fixed color and automatic modes
DMX Mode based on 4-channel control scheme (R/G/B/master+strobe)
Internal DMX termination resistor (activated by DIP switch)
Display-off function can turn the display off automatically
after 30 seconds (activated by DIP switch)
Wide-range switch mode power supply
Fan-less convection cooling
Sturdy all-metal cabinet design
M6 safety lug mounting point
Rugged metal split-style bracket for hanging
or floor-standing operation, with slots for
cables ties
35mm tripod mounting adaptor included
Case
Matching flight case for 2pcs. available
(for 2 pcs., optional)
CE/ROHS/FCC/ETL
THINK GREEN
compliant
LESS POWER. MORE LIFE.

www.multiform-lighting.com
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